It is shown that the capacity C'b of a stationary nonanticipatory channel with respect to block coding is at least as great as the capacity C~ of the channel with respect to sliding block coding. For several types of stationary nonanticipatory channels (namely, ergodic channels, channels with additive random noise, and averaged channels whose components are discrete memoryless channels), it is shown that C~ = C~, thereby generalizing a result of Gray and Ornstein for the discrete memoryless channel. 27 ~ will denote the usual product e-field of subsets of S% Ts: S ---* S will denote the two-sided shift on S~; that is, ifs = (si) ~ S% then Ts(s) = s' = (s{), where si' = s~+~. Let Jd's be the sub-a-field of 5 P~ consisting of the Tsinvariant sets.
for some positive integer N. The smallest positive integer N such that TaN(u) = u is called the period of u. A source [A, P] is aperiodic if P assigns probability zero to the (countable) set of periodic points. A source [A, P] is periodic if P assigns probability one to the set of periodic points. A source [A, P] is ergodic if P is ergodic with respect to Ta. (We remark that every ergodic source is either periodic or aperiodic.) A source [A, P] is lid if P is a product measure on A ~. Define H(P) to be the entropy of the source [A, P] .
Channels
In this paper a channel will always mean a stationary nonanticipatory channel; that is, a triple [B, C, if] where B, C are finite alphabets and/x(.] .): ~X B ~--+ [0, 1] is the channel probability function, which we assume satisfies the following conditions:
1. if(" I x)is a probability measure on ~, x E B °°. 2. /x(E I ') is 5~-measurable, EeC~ °°.
3. t4TcE I TBx) = ~(E I x), x ~ B ~, E e ~.
For N = 1, 2,..., if E C C N and x, x' e B ~ satisfy [x]~ = [x']~ v, then /z({ y @ C~: ylN @ E} l x) = ff({y e C~: wIN ~ E} [ x').
If [B, C, if] is a channel, then for n = 1, 2,..., let fin(" I "): Cn X B n -+ [0, 1] be the conditional probability mass function (PMF) such that iz,~(y']x') = ff({y e C~: yl n = y'} ] x), where y' e C n, x' E B% and x e B ® satizfies xl" = x'. IfE C C ~, and x e B ~, define ffn (E [ x) ~-~..~c, ff,~(Y [ x) .
Given the channel [B, C, if] , the sequence {ffn}~ of conditional PMF's satisfies:
1. For n = 1, 2,...,~cffn+l (YY'l xx') =-ffn(Y' I x') ,y' e C n, x' eB n, xeB.
2. For n = 1,2,..., Z,~ct~.+~(y'y[x'x) = ~n(y'lx'), y'eC ~, x'eB% xeB.
Conversely, given any sequence of conditional PMF's t*,(" ] "): Bn x C ~ --~ [0, 1], n = 1, 2,..., which satisfy the two conditions above, then there is a unique channel [B, C, if] which induces the given sequence {fin}-A (n, N, A) code for the channel [B, C, if] consists of N points wl, w2 ,..., WN in B% and N pairwise disjoint subsets E 1 .... , EN of C n such that ffn(E~ I wi) > 1 --h, i= 1, 2,..., N.
If [B, P] is a source and [B, C, if] is a channel, let
Pff denote the probability measure on the product a-field ~ X ~ such that PI~(E X F) = fe ff (F I x) 
dP(x). The Source-Channel Hookup
Let [A, P] be a source which we want to transmit over the channel [B, C,/x] . The source chooses a random u ~ A °°, which is coded into a sequence x ~ B°% Then x is transmitted over the channel, yielding a random y ~ C% This y ~ C °~ is decoded into a v ~ A ~, which we hope will be u. To analyze the performance of our coding and decoding schemes, the measurable space (A °~ × B ~ × C ~ × A ~, 5~¢~ × No~ × G® x ~) will prove useful. On this measurable space, we define sequences U = {U~}_~o, X = {Xi}~_ce, Y : {Y~}_~, V : {Vi}~_~ of, respectively, A-valued, B-valued, C-valued, and A-valued measurable functions such that U i (u , x, y, v) = ui , Xi(u , x, y, v) = xi , Yi(u, x, y, v) = Yi , gi(u, x, y, v) = vi, ueA ~, xeB% yeC °, yEA ~°, ieZ . A coder is a measurable map ¢: A~-~ B% A decoder is a measurable map 4s: C~-~ A ~. Transmitting the source [A,.P] over the channel [B, C,/z] using the coder ¢ and the decoder yields a probability measure P*,* on d ~° × ~ × ~ × 5~ '~° such that
Ee~ ¢~, Fc~ ~, G~cg ~, H~s~ '~.
An analysis of Pe,~ will give us the reliability of the coder and decoder in reproducing the transmitted source.
Block Coding
Let N be a positive integer. A coder ¢ is a block coder of type N if there exists [A, P] is not transmissible over [B, C, i~] with respect to block coding.
Recently, workers in information theory have been trying to prove results of this type using a new type of coding due to Gray (1975) the supremum is over all ergodic sources [A, P] transmissible over the channel with respect to sliding block coding, and all finite alphabets A. (As pointed out earlier with block coding, there is always at least one such source.) There are two natural conjectures which present themselves. They were proved in Gray and Ornstein (1976) for the special case of the DMC (discrete memoryless channel). (Of course, Conjecture 2(b) is obviously true from the way in which C~ was defined.) We were not able to settle these conjectures in general. It would be nice to know whether C~ = Cb holds in general, because if so, the general formula given in Kieffer (1974a) for Cb could be used to calculate Cs as well. In this paper we show that Cs ~ Cb holds in general and the Conjectures 1 and 2 both hold if [B, C,/~] is either an ergodic channel, or a channel with additive random noise, or an averaged channel whose components are DMC's. We also show that Conjecture 2(a) fails in general for periodic ergodic sources. Proof. The proof is an adaptation of an idea appearing in Nedoma (1957, pp. 159-162) 
By Chebyshev's inequality, there exists for each n a set A~* C A 2n+2M+2N+l such that ,~c~,,+~.N+~ dn(r%(u) , ~n(y)) I~n'(y I en(U)) < eZ" Applying Chebyshev's inequality again, we may find for each u e An* a set C~* n C C zn+zN+l such that 
(for this, see Ash, 1965, p. 115) . Hence, (see Winkelbauer, 1960) . Hence Cb >~ H(P), a contradiction.
III. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR C s = C b
In this section we find a sufficient condition (Theorem 3) on the channel
[B, C,/x] so that C~ = C~ will follow. In the applications section which follows this section, we will see that Theorem 3 suffices to show that C~ = Q for many types of channels considered in the literature. First, we introduce some notation. If (X2, ~', P) is a probability space, and X is a simple measurable function with domain Y2, P(X) denotes the random variable with domain £2 such that P(X)(co) = P[X = X(a0] , ~ e Y2. Let Hp(X) denote the entropy of X; we have Hp(X) = Ep[--log P(X)]. If in addition Y is any measurable function with domain £2 (or sequence of measurable functions),
function or sequence of measurable functions on Y2, the conditional information
We assume the reader is familiar with the standard properties of entropy and information which may be found in Gallager (1968) . Let {X~}_~ and {Y,}_~ be the sequences of functions on B c° × C ~ such that LEMMA [. Let t be a positive bzteger. For ever 3, probability measure P on ~ x cg~ stationary with respect to T, xc, {--n -1 log P(XI" ) @ n Z~=t log P(X i ] Xi+~ , }~-t+l)} converges inLI(P) as n -+ oo to Ep[ip(Xo , Y~-t+l [ XI~) 
as n -+ ao in LI(P), by the Mean Ergodie Theorem (see Dunford and Schwartz, 1958, p. 667) . It is easily seen that the sequences
. n=t
have the same limit in LI(P) by showing that the Ll(p)-norm of their difference goes to zero. Hence, the second sequence converges to Ep[log P(X o I X1 ~, Y~-t+l) I ~#B×c] since the first one does. Since this limit is TBxc-invariant,
To show the existence of it one proceeds exactly as in the proofs of Theorem 2.6 of Parthasarathy (1961) and Lemma 3.1 of Parthasarathy (1963) . Proof. Gray and Ornstein (1976) show how to do this.
LEMMA 2. Let [A, P] be a source and let [B, C, I*] be a channel. We suppose ¢: A ~° ~ B ~ is an invariant coder and ¢: C °~ --~ A ~° is a sliding block decoder such that

THEOREM 3. Suppose for some positive integer t both of the conditions below hold for the channel [B, C, tz]. Then Ca = Cb , and if [./1, P] is any aperiodic ergodic source with H(P) < Cb, [A, P] is transmissible over the channel with respect to sliding block coding. Condition 1. If xl, x 2 e B t-l, if k is a positive integer, if y ~ C k+t-1 and if x ~ B k, then t~k+t_l( y ] xlx ) = tLk+t_l( y ] X2X). (This condition is vacuous if t = 1 .) Condition 2. For any E > 0, there exists R > 0 and a source
Proof. The method of proof we employ here is a generalization of the technique used in the Gray and Ornstein (1976) paper for the DMC. Fix an arbitrary aperiodic ergodic source [A, P] with H(P) < C~. If we can show that [A, P] is transmissible with respect to sliding block coding, then C~ ~ Cb will follow. Then Theorem 2 is applied to conclude C~ ~ Cb. Fix E > 0. To show that [A, P] is transmissible with respect to sliding block coding, by Lemma 2 we need only find an invariant coder~: A ~ --+ B ~° and a sliding block decoder ~b: C ~ --+ A °~ such that P*.*[U o vL V0] < 5c. Pick Q, R so that Ql~[it > R] > 1 --E. By Lemma 1, {--n -1 log QI~(XI" ) -n -~ log I B ],-z + n-~i=t log QI~(Xi I X~+i, Y~-t+l) converges to i, in L~(Qt~). Hence, for n sufficiently large, Since H(P) < Cb, we have by Theorem 1 that for sufficiently large n, there is a map ¢': A '~%1 ~ B n~+l and a map ¢': C ~%* -~ A '?+l such that
ii~An2--1
Fix n so large that (n ~ + 1)/(n 2 + n + 1) > 1 --e, n22 -*~e < e, and (a)-(d) hold. Since [A, P] is aperiodic, we may use the strong form of Rohlin's Theorem (see Shields, 1973, p. 22 ) to obtain a setF ~ ~to~ such that: (e) {TiF: i = --n, --n + 1,..., n 2} are pairwise disjoint. In fact, @. is easily seen to be a sliding block decoder of type n ~ -[-n. Let us write P~ to denote the measure P~.¢*. Then, arguing exactly as in Gray and Ornstein (1976) , one obtains the following estimates:
< 1 --(1 --e)(n z ÷ 1)/(n2 ÷ n-t-1) < 1 --(1 --e)(1 --e) < 2,.
7Z 2 (J) Z P*[ T-iU~F, YS~2~¢E,]
i=0 9Z 2 = ~ P(T'F)tzn([C~/E.] l v) < 1 --/z.(E~ Iv). i=0 n ~ (k) E i=O (i) , y-i+n ~ u-i.+n2]
P~[ T-~U E F, ¢ ( -~ ) v ~ _, n ~ -= ~ ~ p[TiF n {u eA~: u7_~ +'~2 = u}]
i=O ii~An2--1 t --1 × (1 --tzn~+l((¢ ) (u) ]¢'(u))) < e.
IfO ~<j<i~<n 2andi~>j+n,then -i-j E~]
P~[ T-iU e F, Y_-_._j e _ ~ p~[T-iUeF, US~+.~-=u]Iz.(E~ , i-J -I¢ (u)i-j-~+l).
UEAn2--1 (m) If 0 ~< j < i ~< n 2 and i < j + n, then In this section, we show using Theorem 3 that C, = C~ for three types of channels: channels with additive random noise, ergodic channels, and averaged channels whose components are DMC's.
p~[T-iU eF, y_,~_j-l-i e E~]
P~[T-iUeF
The Channel with Additive Random Noise
Let B be a finite abelian group. Then B °O is a group in the usual way: If x = (,%:) and x' = (xi') EB °o , then define x @ x' = (x i + x~'). If , which is equal to Co by Parthasarathy (1963) or Kieffer (1974a) . If C~ > 0, then P/z[i~ > R] = 1 for 0 < R < C~ . Applying Theorems 2 and 3 we see that for the channel with additive random noise, C~ = C~ and any aperiodic ergodic source with entropy smaller than C~ is transmissible with respect to sliding block coding.
-[Q(Wo")/g(w?)](y -x) = O(Wol w?)(y -~).
This implies that: (b) i(X o [ X~ ~, Yo~)(x, y) -= lim~® log[P/z(X 0 l XI", Yo")/P/Z(Xo [ XI~)] (x,y) = log I B ] + [logQ(Wo I Wl~)](y -x).
IfF eD(Q), it is easy to see that Epu[F(Y --X) ]
Ergodic Channels
A channel [B, C,/z] is ergodic if for any ergodic source [B, P] , P/z is ergodic with respect to T~xc. We prove our results here for a more general class of channels called weakly ergodic channels. We define the channel [B, C,/Z] to be weakly ergodic if there exists an iid source [B, P] such that P[Wo = x] > 0 for all x ~ B and P/Z is ergodic.
DEFINITION. If S is a finite set, and p is a PMF on S, define//I(P) to be the entropy of p: Ha(p) ~---~.~sp(s)logp(s).
The set of PMF's on S is a convex set in the natural way. 
numbers summing to one, then Hl(~i= 1 ~i P~) >~ Zi=l aiHl( pi), wzth equality only if Pl = P2 ----P~"
Lemma 3 is a well-known result• See Gallager (1968, p. 85) .
LEMMA 4. Let [B, C,/Z] be a channel. Let [B, P] be an iid source such that P[Wo = x] > O, x ~ B. Let t be a positive integer. If Ip~(X1 t, ]11 ~ I X~+I) = O, then for any positive integer k, any x 1 , x~ ~ B t, any x E B ~, and any y ~ C k~t, we have/zl~+t(ylxax) =/z~+t,(ylx~x).
Proof. Fix the positive integer k. For j = 1, 2,..., let pj be the PMF on BJ such that p~(x) = P [WI~ --x] 
I(X1 ~, Yl ~ t t x,%) = Z I(x,, v,~l xi+o = ~£ I(Xo v ~
YF_tl.<Y1 ~) and Condition 2 holds. We conclude that for a weakly ergodic channel (and thereiore for an ergodic channel) C~ = C, and any aperiodic ergodic source with entropy less than C b is transmissible with respect to sliding block coding.
Averaged Channels Whose Components Are DMC's
Let (S, 5 °, ~) be a probability space. For each s ~ S, let [/3, C,/Z~] be a DMC. We suppose that for E E cgo~ and x ~ B% the map s -+/,s(E I x) with domain S is measurable. Let [B, C,/z] be the averaged channel whose components are DMC's defined as follows: t*(E I x) = fs l**(e l x) do,(s), x E B% gag ~. If Ahlswede, 1968 , or Kieffer, 1974a , for this formula). Assume Cb > 0. Then given 4 > 0 and 0 < R < Cb , there exists P ~ ~ and E 6 ~9 ° such that I,,,(Xo, Yo) > R for s ~ E and a(E) > 1 --4.
We now apply Theorem 3 to conclude that for an averaged channel whose components are DMC's, Ca = Cb holds and any aperiodic ergodic source with entropy less then Cb is transmissible with respect to sliding block coding.
V. SOME REMARKS ON PERIODIC SOURCES
For the types of channels considered in the preceding applications, we are able to transmit over the channel with respect to sliding block coding any aperiodic ergodic source with entropy less than Ca • A natural question to ask is whether in general the same result holds for periodic ergodic sources. We show that this is not true. To show this, since a periodic ergodic source has entropy zero, we find, for each type of channel previously considered, a channel of that type with Cs > 0 and a periodic ergodic source which is not transmissible with respect to sliding block coding. DEFINITION. If [A, P] is a periodic ergodic source, then for some positive integer n, there is a periodic sequence u* e A ~ of period n such that P{TAiU *} n -1, i = 0, 1,..., n --1. We call n the period of the periodic ergodic source [A, P] . EXAMPLE. Using the above corollary, we construct an example of an ergodic channel with additive random noise which has C s > 0, but some periodic ergodic source is not transmissible with respect to sliding block coding.
Fix B = C ~ {0, 1}, where we make B into a group using addition modulo 2.
~LEMMA 5. Let [B, Q] be a source such that Q is mixing with respect to T 8 . Let [B, B, t z] be the channel with additive random noise suck that ?(E ] x) = Q (E x), E c ~, x ~ B% Then [B, B, t~] is an ergodie channel.
Proof. Let [B, P] be a fixed ergodic source. We show that P/x is ergodic with respect to TBXB. There exists a probability space (~, ~-, h) and two sequences of B-valued random variables {Xi}~_~ and {Zi}~_~ such that: 
Then if the source [JR, Q] is such that Q is the distribution of Z, and [/3, B, t*] is the corresponding ergodic channel with additive random noise, then C~ = Cb = log 2 --H(Q) = log 2 --H(Z) > 0 (see Parthasarathy, 1963 , or Kieffer, 1974a . Let x be the periodic sequence in B ~ with period 2 such that x 0 = 0, x i = 1. Then Eq. (2) implies that /*(-Ix)=/*(" ] TBx (Ai . , +l S, . . (~ "'" ("1 T n[:zl, ~ 
Transmission of Periodic Sources for the DMC
The failure of the previous examples to transmit certain periodic e rgodic sources does not occur for the DMC. 
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